
CARS MOTORCYCLES

Weekday Weekday

Monday - Thursday Monday - Thursday

1-6 * $1,900 1-6 * $1,800

7-15 * $2,400 7-15 * $2,300

16-30 * $2,900 16-30 * $2,800

31+  * $3,400 31+  * $3,300

Friday Friday

1-6 * $2,600 1-6 * $2,400

7-15 * $3,100 7-15 * $2,900

16-30 * $3,600 16-30 * $3,400

31+  * $4,100 31+  * $3,900

* On-track at the same time * On-track at the same time

Weekend Weekend

Saturday (single day) $4,300 Saturday (single day) $4,100

Sunday (single day) $4,300 Sunday (single day) $4,100

Two-Day event $7,500 Two-Day event $7,100

Three-Day event ** $9,300 Three-Day event ** $8,800

** Sat-Sun-Mon only ** Sat-Sun-Mon only

Minimum 48 hour lead-time required for staffing purposes.  Additional $250 for rapid rental.

Medical Services

Advanced Life Support / Basic Life Support; pricing varies

Motorcycle events

# of units 

(minimum) Comments

Non-competition 1 BLS Required

Competition 1 ALS Required

Auto events

# of units 

(minimum) Comments

Non-Competition 1 BLS  Optional but recommended

Competition 1 BLS  Required

TALLADEGA GRAN PRIX RACEWAY

2019 Pricing Schedule
Pricing subject to change at any time by TGPR Management

TRACK RENTAL

ADDITIONAL COSTS

Medical unit(s) highly recommended.  If Lessee declines this service, additional risk is assumed by Lessee.  

TGPR will arrange medical unit(s) at the request of Lessee.



Gate Fee

$5/day Each person entering TGPR grounds.

Gate Attendant

Required when entrants to TGPR grounds exceed 10 people 

$175 Event date:  7:00am - 5:00pm (Add $25/hr before or after times listed)

$100 Day before event; any three hours 3pm* - 8pm (Add $25/hr after 8pm)
* entry time is subject to change if full day is rented out to another customer

Radios 1 included with contract; $15 each additional radio, per day

Flags $10 each set, per day

Power

115v: $20/day                    30amp: $30/day                    50amp: $50/day

Camping

Free Non-power spots

 $50/day  RV/Camper/Trailer spots are first-come first served only; No reservations

Crash Recovery

Motorcycle events Auto events

$150/day Crash recovery service for cars is not provided by TGPR.

Corner Workers

Lessee shall be responsible to provide corner workers for their event.  

Preferred provider information upon request.

 If Lessee declines this service, additional risk is assumed by Lessee.

Motorcycle events # riders * # of workers Comments

Non-Competition 1-6

Non-Competition 6-15 3 minimum Required

Non-Competition over 15 5 minimum Line of Sight required

Competition Any Full crew (9-11) Required

Auto events # drivers * # of workers Comments

Non-Competition 1-6 3 minimum Optional but recommended

Non-Competition over 6 4 minimum Optional but recommended

Competition Any Full crew (9-11) Required

* On-track at the same time

Insurance

If required by Event Type, costs will vary and will be added to TGPR's policy as additional cost to Lessee.

If Lessee holds own policy, must name Apice LLC & TGPR as "Additional Insured"

Optional but recommended

Radios & Flags

Preferred provider information upon request.
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